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Quotable Quotes of Finance Minister also indicating the approach 

and thrust of Budgetary Proposals 

 

 “A life with dignity is a right of every individual in general, more so 

for the senior citizens. To care of those who cared for us is one of 

the highest honors”. 

 

 Swami Vivekananda had also envisioned decades ago in his 

Memoirs of European Travel, ‘‘You merge yourselves in the void and 

disappear, and let new India arise in your place. Let her arise – out 

of the peasants’ cottage, grasping the plough; out of the huts of the 

fisherman. Let her spring from the grocer’s shop, from beside the 

oven of the fritter-seller. Let her emanate from the factory, from 

marts, and from markets. Let her emerge from groves and forests, 

from hills and mountains’’. 

 

 “Now, our Government has taken Ease of Doing business further by 

stress on ‘Ease of Living’ for the common men of this country, 

especially for those belonging to poor & middle class of the society”. 

 

 “Medium, Small and Micro Enterprises (MSMEs) are a major engine 

of growth and employment in the country”. 
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Fiscal Arithmetic 

1. Fiscal deficit as percentage of GDP for FY 2017-18 is revised to 3.5% from 3.2% 

budgeted. Further, the Government aims to bring down fiscal deficit to 3.3% 

of GDP in FY 2018-19. This looks achievable, given the upward trajectory in 

growth, buoyant direct taxes and stabilization in the GST.  

2. The GDP is expected to grow at 6.75% (projection was 7.2% - 7.7%) this fiscal 

(2017-18), as against 7.1% in the previous year. This is primarily due to a lower 

growth in agriculture (2.1% v. 4.9% in 2016-17) and industry (4.4% v. 5.6% in 

2016-17).  

3. Economy may face challenge of rising inflation which may be witnessed as a 

result of certain policies to be adopted in this year. Budget has announced 

50% higher MSP which will tend to provide floor for prices and thereby 

pushing inflation on food prices but is a recommendable initiative to support 

farmers.  

4. India’s tax-to-GDP ratio at 11.9% was the highest-ever achieved—a number 

that’s been elusive since fiscal 2008. The good news is that it has been inching 

up in the past years and despite a growth slowdown, it was at 11.6% in fiscal 

2018. For fiscal 2019, the target of 12.1% is a tough ask. 

5. The Government’s thrust areas in this Budget has been improving:  

Agriculture, Rural, Healthcare to economically less privileged, care of Senior 

Citizens, Infrastructure creation, Education and growth of MSME. 

6. There is a presumption of ambitious 18% growth in Revenue as compared to 

14% growth in Expenditure in 2018-19. 

7. The Budget reflects nervousness of the Government in following areas –  

a. Agrarian crisis - a product of government policy: Demonetization, 

monetary conditions, commitment to low food prices, and agriculture 

trade policy all adversely affected farmers. 

b. Losing public support in rural areas 

c. Dilemma between liberalization and protectionism  

Our Comments 
Assumptions of higher domestic growth, better tax collection appear very 
ambitious. Rise in commodity prices (including oil), growing protectionism in major 
economies of the world (USA, UK etc.), shrinking exports, lowering private 
investment,  rising bond yield alongwith perils of rising inflation (due to expected 
rise in food and oil price and putting more disposable rural income through 
government spending) can throw the fiscal off mark. 
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Macro-Economic Financials (movement since last year) 
 
Key facts and figures: - 

 The fiscal deficit target for 2018-19 is 3.3% as against previous target of 3% of 
GDP. This reflects loosening of strings and giving in to the temptation of 
populism. 

 GDP growth in 2018-19, projected to be between 7.2 - 7.5%. 

 Revenue Deficit target is projected as 2.2% (+0.3%) in 2018-19. 

 Total Expenditure budgeted – `24.42 lakh crore in 2018-19.  

 There is 25% more allocation on Capital Expenditure which is likely to result in 
multiplier effect on economy.  

 Total Revenue estimated at `22.71 lakh crore.  

 Devolution to the States is estimated to be– `7.88 lakh crore 

 Allocation to Rural, Agriculture and Allied sector – `1.87 lakh crore (+24%) 

 Allocation to Food Subsidy `1.69 lakh crore (+21%) 

 A record `1.48 lakh crore (+14%) allocated for Railways 

 Free LPG Connection (Ujjala) to be provided to 8 Crore (+60%) poor women 
against pervious target of 5 crore women.  

 Allocation to MNREGA `55000 crores (same as last year) 

 Allocation of `16000 crore (+30%) has been made to provide free electricity 
(SAUBHAGYA) connection to four crore poor households.  

 Allocation to Affordable housing and Swach Bharat reduced by 9%, however 
target of 18.8 crore toilet and 5.1 crore housing is set. 

 Allocation of `5.97 lakh crore (+21%) has been made for infrastructure.  

 In order to provide credit support, capital and interest subsidy and innovations an 
allocation of `3794 crore has been made to MSME Sector.  

 Allocation to UIDAI (Aadhar) increased to `1375 crore (+53%). 

 Investment to GDP has been falling since 2007 from 37% to 26%. This reflects 
poor capital formation. 

 Minimum Support Price for all unannounced kharif crops will be one and half 
times of their production cost like majority of rabi crops: Institutional Farm Credit 
raised to `11 lakh crores in 2018-19 from `8.5 lakh crore in 2016-17. 

 NITI Aayog to initiate a national programme on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
centres of excellence will be set up on robotics, AI, Internet of things etc. 

 Comprehensive Gold Policy on the anvil to develop yellow metal as an asset class. 

 As per Niti Aayog, 20% of educated youth in India is unemployed. Further, as per 
World Bank, 31% of youth in India in the age group of 15-29, is not educated nor 
trained nor skilled. This reflects very grim situation and may become a potent 
cause for mass unrest.  
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Wow Factor in the Budget 
 
Undoubtedly, the biggest reform and social upliftment effort comes in the 
proposal for providing health cover of `5 lakh to 10 crore poor and vulnerable 
family covering 50 crore beneficiaries constituting 40% of the country’s 
population and is inching towards universal health care. Healthcare is, in no 
small measure, responsible for the fall into poverty. This is hailed as the largest 
government funded healthcare scheme in the world. It is designed towards 
providing affordable and accessible healthcare.  
 
Popularly this scheme is now termed Modi Care in line with the scheme of 
Obama care of USA. 
 
Salient Features of the Scheme are:  

 The scheme will provide cashless medical care to the targeted section of 
the population. 

 Govt. hospitals and few select private hospitals shall be considered for 
providing services under the Scheme 

 The Union and the State Govt. shall bear the cost in the ratio of 60:40.  

 The total cost estimated by Niti Aayog is `5000 - 6000 crore.  

 The scheme is likely to be rolled out next fiscal and will target coverage 
of 50% in its first year.   

 The scheme will cover medical care in Secondary and Tertiary sector. 
 
Besides, other initiatives in health sector include: 

 Setting up 24 new Medical colleges by upgrading existing district 
hospitals so that there is at least one medical college in each State. 

 Allocating `1200 crores for Health and wellness centers conceptualized 
in National Health Policy 2017. 

 Allocating `600 crores to provide nutritional support to all TB patients at 
the rate of `500 per month for the duration of their treatment. 

 There is separate allocation of `1200 crore for preventive health care  
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Key Direct Tax Proposals 
 

 Corporate Tax Rate brought down to 25% for Companies having Turnover up 
to `250 crores in F.Y. 2016-17. 99% of return filing companies to benefit from 
this. 

 Increase of Cess on personal income tax and corporation tax to 4% from 
present 3%. Cess renamed to “Health and Education Cess”. 

 Tax on Long Term Capital Gains, arising from transfer of equity shares or 
equity oriented funds exceeding `1 lakh at the rate of 10%, without allowing 
any indexation benefit. However, all gains up to 31 January, 2018 will be 
“grandfathered”. 

 Income distributed by equity oriented mutual funds now to be taxed at the 
rate of 10%. 

 Standard Deduction of `40,000 in place of present exemption for transport 
allowance and reimbursement of miscellaneous medical expenses. 2.5 crore 
salaried employees and pensioners to get net benefit of about `5,800 per 
annum.  

 The exemption limit on income from interest, earned by senior citizens, has 
been raised by 5 times to `50,000 per year. No TDS will be deducted from 
such interest income. 

 Limit of deduction for health insurance premium and medical expenditure for 
senior citizens has been raised to `50,000 under Section 80D. The additional 
deduction of `20,000 will help a taxpayer save up to `6,000 per annum. 

 Limit of deduction for medical expenditure in respect of certain critical 
illnesses has been increased to `1 Lakh for both Senior and Very senior 
citizens. 

 Farmer Producer Companies with an annual turnover of up to `100 crores on 
profit derived from specified activities, allowed 100% deduction, for five years 
from 2018-19. 

 Deduction of 30% on emoluments paid to new employees under section 80-
JJAA to be relaxed to 150 days for footwear and leather industry, to create 
more employment. 

 No adjustment in respect of transactions in immovable property where Circle 
Rate value does not exceed 5% of consideration. 

 Trusts and Institutions now subject to provisions w.r.t expenses over `10,000 
made in cash and failure of deduction of tax at source. 

 More concessions for International Financial Services Centre (IFSC), to 
promote trade in stock exchanges located in IFSC. 
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Major Amendments in Income Tax 
 

Section Explanation Effective date 

Old New 

2(22)(Explanati
on 2A) 

Widening of 
scope of 

Accumulated 
profits for the 

purposes of 
Dividend 

On surfacing of events whereby companies were resorting 
to abusive arrangements in order to escape liability of 
paying tax on distributed profits u/s 2(22), Anti-abusive 
amendments are introduced, to tax accumulated profit in 
case of amalgamation of companies and subsequent 
reduction of capital. 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

10 (12A) 
 

Extending the 
benefit of tax-

free 
withdrawal 

from NPS to 
non-employee 

subscribers 

An employee contributing 
to the NPS is allowed an 
exemption in respect of 
40% of the total amount 
payable to him on closure 
of his account or on his 
opting out. This exemption 
was not available to non-
employee subscribers. 

In order to provide a level 
playing field, the exemption 
is extended to the benefit of 
all subscribers. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

10(23C) & 11(1) 
 

Tax deduction 
at source and 

manner of 
payment in 

respect of 
certain exempt 

entities 

Charitable or Religious 
trusts or institutions were 
not subject to the 
restrictions of sections 
40A(3) and (3A) for 
expenses over ₹10,000 
incurred in cash. 
They were also not subject 
to the provisions of sub-
clause (ia) of clause (a) of 
section 40, whereby, 
expenditure up to 30% was 
disallowed, on failure to 
deduct tax at source. 

In order to have audit trail of 
the expenses incurred by 
such entities, it is proposed 
that payments > ₹10,000 in 
cash made by such entities 
shall be disallowed. 
Further, in order to improve 
TDS compliance by these 
entities, it is proposed to 
provide that in case of non-
deduction of tax, 30% of the 
amount shall be disallowed. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

10 (38) 
Withdrawal of 

sec 10(38) 
Insertion of sec 

112A 
 

New regime for 
taxation of 
long-term 

Long term capital gains 
(LTCG) from transfer of 
listed equity shares or 
equity oriented fund 
acquired on or after 01 
October, 2004, was exempt 
from tax under section 
10(38), if such transaction 
was subject to the 

1. LTCG arising from transfer 
of a long term capital asset 
being an equity share in a 
company or a unit of an 
equity oriented fund or a unit 
of a business trust shall be 
taxed at 10% without 
indexation, for any gains 
over ₹1 Lakh. 

A.Y. 2019-20 
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capital gains on 
sale of equity 

shares etc. 

Securities transaction Tax 
(STT). 

2. The Cost of acquisition 
w.r.t Long term capital asset 
acquired before 1st Feb, 
2018, shall be higher of 
actual cost of acquisition and 
fair market value of such 
asset as on 31st Jan, 2018. 
3. Fair value shall be the 
highest price of such asset as 
on 31st Jan, 2018, if traded in 
a recognized stock exchange. 
In case of unlisted equities, 
FV shall be equal to net 
assets value. 
4. If total income of assessee 
reduced by the amount of 
such LTCG, is below the 
maximum amount which is 
not chargeable to income-
tax, then, the LTCG shall be 
reduced by the amount by 
which the total income as so 
reduced falls short of the 
maximum amount which is 
not chargeable to income-
tax. 
 

16 
 

Standard 
deduction on 

salary income 

For salaried individuals, 
exemption was available on 
the reimbursement of 
actual expenses that are 
incurred on medical bills 
limited to the extent of 
₹15,000. 
Transport allowance was 
exempted up to 
₹1,600/month (₹3,200 in 
case of disabled individual). 

It is proposed to allow a 
standard deduction of 
₹40,000 or the amount of 
salary received, whichever is 
less. Consequently, the 
present exemption in 
respect of Transport 
Allowance (except in case of 
differently abled persons) 
and reimbursement of 
medical expenses is 
proposed to be withdrawn. 
 

A.Y. 2019-20 

28, 2(24), 49, 
2(42A) 

 
Rationalisation 

of provision 
relating to 

Earlier, section 45 of the 
Act, inter alia, provided that 
capital gains arising from a 
conversion of capital asset 
into stock-in-trade shall be 
chargeable to tax. However, 

Any income arising out of 
conversion/treatment of 
stock-in-trade into capital 
asset, has been proposed to 
be brought into the ambit of 
taxation as business income. 

A.Y. 2019-20 
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conversion of 
stock-in-trade 

into Capital 
Asset 

in cases where the stock in 
trade was converted into, 
or treated as, capital asset, 
the law did not provide for 
its taxability. 

The FMV of the inventory on 
the date of conversion or 
treatment, shall be deemed 
to be the full value of the 
consideration. 
For the purpose of 
computation of capital gains 
arising on transfer of such 
capital assets, the FMV on 
the date of conversion shall 
be the cost of acquisition, 
and the period of holding of 
such asset shall be reckoned 
from the date of conversion 
or treatment. 
 

36(1)(xviii), 40A 
 

Recognition of 
Marked to 

Market (MTM) 
Losses 

ICDS-1 provides that MTM 
losses must not be 
recognized unless allowed 
under ICDS-6. 
ICDS-6 provided that MTM 
losses only w.r.t forward 
exchange contract was 
allowed (not for 
trading/speculation) 

Section 40A is amended to 
provide that no deduction or 
allowance in respect of 
marked to market loss or 
other expected loss shall be 
allowed except as allowable 
under newly inserted clause 
(xviii) of sub-section(1) of 
section 36. 
Section 36(1)(xviii) has been 
inserted to reiterate the 
provisions of ICDS-6 on MTM 
losses. 
This overrides the Delhi HC 
Verdict* which ruled that 
MTM losses on all derivative 
contracts are allowed basis 
judicial precedents. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

43 (5)( e) 
 

Tax treatment 
of transactions 

in respect of 
trading in 

agricultural 
commodity 
derivatives 

The said proviso provides 
that trading in commodity 
derivatives carried out in a 
recognised stock exchange, 
which is chargeable to 
commodity transaction tax 
(CTT) is a non-speculative 
transaction.  
Since no CTT is chargeable 
on agricultural commodity 
derivatives, the benefit of 

In order to encourage 
participation in trading of 
agricultural commodity 
derivatives, it is proposed 
that a transaction in respect 
of trading of agricultural 
commodity derivatives, 
which is not chargeable to 
CTT, in a registered stock 
exchange or registered 
association, will now be 

A.Y. 2019-20 
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clause (e) was not available 
to such transactions, and 
accordingly such 
transactions are held to be 
speculative transactions. 
 

treated as non-speculative 
transaction. 

43CA, 50C, 56 
 

Rationalization 
of provisions 

w.r.t transfer of 
immovable 

property 

While taxing income from 
capital gains (50C), business 
profits (43CA) and other 
sources (56), arising out of 
transactions in immovable 
property, the consideration 
or circle rate value, 
whichever is higher, is 
adopted and the difference 
is counted as income both 
in the hands of the 
purchaser and seller. 
 

In order to minimize hardship 
in case of genuine 
transactions in the real 
estate sector, it is proposed 
to provide that no 
adjustment shall be made in 
a case where the circle rate 
value does not exceed 5% of 
the consideration.  

A.Y. 2019-20 

43CB 
 

Amendments in 
relation to 

notified ICDS 

ICDS-3-Construction 
contracts, provides for the 
following: 
1. Retention money should 
be taxable on percentage 
completion method; 
2. Incidental interest, 
dividend or capital gain 
cannot be net off with 
contract cost. 

Section 43CB has been 
inserted to override Delhi HC 
verdict*, which had ruled 
against the said provisions of 
the ICDS. 
The section has reiterated 
the provisions of ICDS in the 
section- contract revenue 
shall include retention 
money, and contract cost 
shall not be reduced by 
incidental interest, dividend 
and capital gains. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

43AA 
 

Amendments in 
relation to 

notified ICDS 

This section has been inserted to provide that, subject to 
the provisions of section 43A, any gain or loss arising on 
account of effects of changes in foreign exchange rates in 
respect of specified foreign currency transactions shall be 
treated as income or loss, in the manner provided in ICDS-6. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 
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44AE 
 

Presumptive 
income in case 

of goods 
carriage 

For each goods carriage 
vehicle owned, the profits 
and gains shall be deemed 
to be ₹7,500/month or part 
of month thereof, provided 
the asessee owns not more 
than 10 goods carriage at 
any time during the 
previous year. The current 
presumptive income 
scheme is applicable 
uniformly to all classes of 
goods carriages irrespective 
of their tonnage capacity. 
Accordingly, the 
transporters who owns (less 
than 10) large capacity/size 
goods carriages are also 
availing the benefit of this 
section. 

The tax consequences of this 
scheme is against the 
principle of tax equity as 
large carrier owners earning 
higher margin of profit pay 
the same amount of tax as 
small carrier owners. 
Therefore, it is proposed that 
in the case of heavy goods 
vehicle (more than 12MT 
gross vehicle weight), the 
income would be deemed to 
be an amount equal to 
₹1000/month or part of 
month, per ton of gross 
vehicle weight or unladen 
weight, as the case may be, 
for each goods vehicle 
owned. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

54EC 
 

Rationalization 
of provisions 
contained in 
this section 

This section provided 
exemption on the amount 
invested, out of capital 
gains arising from transfer 
of any Long Term Capital 
Asset, in any bond, 
redeemable after three 
years and issued on or after 
the 1st day of April, 2007 by 
the National Highways 
Authority of India (NHAI) or 
by the Rural Electrification 
Corporation Limited (RECL); 
or any other bond notified 
by the Central Government 
in this behalf. 
 

Now, exemption is restricted 
only to investments made 
out of Long term capital 
gains arising from transfer of 
only Land or Building or 
both.  
It is also proposed that 
investments made on or after 
the 1st day of April, 2018, can 
be on any bond, redeemable 
after five years and issued on 
or after 1st day of April, 2018 
by the NHAI or by RECL or 
any other bond notified by 
the Central Government in 
this behalf. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

79 
 

Benefit of carry 
forward and set 

off of losses 

This section provides that 
carry forward and set off of 
losses in a closely held 
company shall be allowed 
only if there is a continuity 
in the beneficial owner of 
the shares carrying not less 
than 51 percent of the 

In general, in case of a 
company seeking insolvency, 
often, the beneficial owners 
of shares change beyond the 
permissible limit. This acts as 
a hurdle for restructuring and 
rehabilitation of such 
companies. Therefore, it is 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 
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voting power, on the last 
day of the year or years in 
which the loss was incurred. 
No exception existed for 
the companies seeking 
insolvency resolution under 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code, 2016. 

proposed that in case of such 
companies, whose resolution 
plan has been approved 
under the Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy Code, 2016, carry 
forward and set off of losses 
will be allowed despite 
change in ownership beyond 
the permissible limit, after 
affording a reasonable 
opportunity of being heard to 
the jurisdictional Principal 
Commissioner or 
Commissioner. 
 

80 JJAA (2) (ii) 
 

Incentive for 
employment 

generation 

Section 80JJAA provides for 
a deduction of 30% of 
additional emoluments paid 
to eligible new employees 
who have been employed 
for a minimum period of 
240 days during the year. 
Such deduction is available 
for 3 consecutive 
assessment years. However, 
in case of apparel industry, 
minimum period of 
employment is 150 days. 

1.The minimum period of 150 
days has now been proposed 
to be extended to the 
footwear and leather 
industry as well. 
2. Deduction under this 
section can now be availed 
for those new employees 
who are employed for less 
than 240/150 days in the first 
year, but employed for more 
than 240/150 days in 
subsequent years. However, 
in such case, deduction can 
only be availed from the Year 
subsequent to the year of 
employment. 
 

A.Y. 2019-20 

80AC 
 

Deductions in 
respect of 

certain incomes 
not to be 

allowed unless 
return is filed 

by the due date 

This section provides that 
no deduction would be 
admissible under section 
80-IA or section 80-IAB or 
section 80-IB or section 80-
IC or section 80-ID or 
section 80-IE, unless the 
return of income by the 
assessee is furnished on or 
before the due date 
specified under sub-section 
(1) of section 139. 

This burden is not cast upon 
assesses claiming deductions 
under several other similar 
provisions. It is henceforth 
proposed to extend the 
scope of this section to 
provide that the benefit of 
deduction under the entire 
class of deductions under the 
heading “80C—Deductions in 
respect of certain incomes” 
in Chapter VIA shall not be 
allowed unless the return of 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 
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income is filed by the due 
date. 
 

80D 
 

Deductions 
available to 

senior citizens 
in respect of 

health 
insurance 

premium and 
medical 

treatment 

Deduction up to ₹30,000 
shall be allowed to an 
assessee, being an 
individual or a HUF, in 
respect of payments 
towards annual premium 
on health insurance policy, 
or preventive health check-
up, of a senior citizen, or 
medical expenditure in 
respect of very senior 
citizen. 

The limit of deduction has 
been raised from ₹30,000 to 
₹50,000 for senior and very 
senior citizens. 
In case of single premium 
health insurance policies 
having cover of more than 
one year, the deduction shall 
be allowed on proportionate 
basis for the number of years 
for which health insurance 
cover is provided, subject to 
the specified monetary limit. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

80DDB 
 

Enhanced 
deduction to 

senior citizens 
for medical 

treatment of 
specified 
diseases 

Deduction is available to an 
individual and Hindu 
undivided family with 
regard to amount paid for 
medical treatment of 
specified diseases in 
respect of very senior 
citizen up to ₹80,000 and in 
case of senior citizens up to 
₹60,000 subject to specified 
conditions. 
 

The monetary limit of 
deduction is raised to 
₹100,000 for both senior and 
very senior citizens. 

A.Y. 2019-20 

80-IAC 
 

Measures to 
promote start-

ups 

Deduction under this 
section shall be available to 
an eligible start-up for 3 
consecutive assessment 
years out of 7 years at the 
option of the assessee, 
subject to, inter alia, 
following conditions: 
1. Incorporated before 
01.04.2019; 
2. Total turnover should be 
<₹25 crores in all the 
previous years beginning on 
or after the 1st day of April, 
2016 and ending on the 
31st day of March, 2021. 
3. It is engaged in the 

Following amendments have 
been proposed to be made in 
the conditions: 
1. The limit for date of 
incorporation has been 
extended to 01.04.2021. 
2. The turnover limit of ₹25 
Crore now applies to all 
seven previous years 
commencing from the date 
of incorporation. 
3. The definition of eligible 
business has been expanded 
to include businesses 
engaged in development or 
improvement of products or 
processes or services, or a 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 
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eligible business which 
involves innovation, 
development, deployment 
or commercialization of 
new products, processes or 
services driven by 
technology or intellectual 
property. 
 

scalable business model with 
a high potential of 
employment generation or 
wealth creation. 

80PA 
 

Deduction in 
respect of 

income of Farm 
Producer 

Companies 

Farm Producer Companies (FPC), having a total 
turnover<₹100 Crore, from all or any of the following 
activities: 
(i) marketing of agricultural produce grown by its members, 
or 
(ii) purchase of agricultural implements, seeds, livestock or 
other articles intended for agriculture for the purpose of 
supplying them to its members, or  
(iii) processing of the agricultural produce of its members. 
A benefit of 100% deduction is available for a period of 5 
years from the financial year 2018-19. 
 

A.Y. 2019-20 

80TTB Deduction up to a maximum of ₹50,000 can now be claimed 
by senior citizens on interest income on deposits held by a 
bank, co-operative society or a post office. 
 

A.Y. 2019-20 

115AD 
 

Taxation of 
LTCG in the 
case of FIIs 

LTCG on equity securities, 
earned by Foreign 
Institutional Investors (FIIs), 
is exempt u/s 10 (38) as in 
case of domestic investors. 

Consequent to the proposal 
for withdrawal of exemption 
under clause (38) of section 
10 of the Act, LTCG on 
transfer of equity shares and 
equity oriented funds will 
become taxable in the hands 
of FIIs also. Other rules w.r.t 
the above mentioned change 
will be same as in case of 
domestic investors. 
 

1st April, 2019 

115JB 
 

Relief from 
liability of 
Minimum 

Alternate Tax 
(MAT) 

For the purpose of MAT, in 
computing the book profit, 
the section provides, inter 
alia, for a deduction in 
respect of the amount of 
loss brought forward OR 
unabsorbed depreciation, 
whichever is less as per 

In a bid to provide 
rehabilitation to companies 
seeking insolvency 
resolution, the finance bill 
proposes to provide 
deduction for aggregate of 
unabsorbed depreciation and 
brought forward loss, as 

A.Y. 2018-19 
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books of account. No 
exception existed for the 
companies seeking 
insolvency resolution under 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code, 2016. 

reduced by depreciation, 
only if a company’s 
application for corporate 
insolvency resolution process 
under the Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy Code, 2016 has 
been admitted by the 
Adjudicating Authority. 
 

115JC & 115JF 
 

Meassures to 
promote 

International 
Financial 

Services Centre 

These sections provide for 
alternate minimum tax at 
the rate of 18.50% of 
adjusted total income in 
case of a non-corporate 
person, with no exception 
for International Financial 
Service Centres. 

In order to promote the 
development of world class 
financial infrastructure in 
India, it is proposed to 
provide that in case of a unit 
located in an International 
Financial Service Centre 
(IFSC), the alternate 
minimum tax shall be 
charged at the rate of 9%. 
 

A.Y. 2019-20 

115-O 
 

Application of 
Dividend 

Distribution Tax 
to Deemed 

Dividend 

This section provides for 
the chargeability of 
dividend distributed by 
companies at the rate of 
15% under the name of 
dividend distribution tax 
(DDT). Dividend, here, does 
not include dividend u/s 
2(22)( e)-Loans and 
advances to family 
members of directors of 
closely held companies. 

With a view to bringing 
clarity and certainty in the 
taxation of deemed 
dividends, it is proposed to 
delete the exception w.r.t sec 
2(22)( e), to bring deemed 
dividends also under the 
scope of dividend 
distribution tax under section 
115-O. Further, such deemed 
dividend is proposed to be 
taxed at the rate of 30% 
(without grossing up) 
in order to prevent 
camouflaging dividend in 
various ways such as loans 
and advances. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

115R 
 

Dividend 
distribution tax 

on dividend 
pay-outs to unit 

holders in an 
equity oriented 

Additional tax payable on 
any income distributed by 
mutual funds (except for 
equity oriented mutual 
funds) or specified 
company, at the specified 
rates. 

With a view to providing a 
level playing field between 
growth oriented funds and 
dividend paying funds, now, 
even equity oriented funds 
must pay additional tax at 
the rate of 10%, on any 
income distributed to its unit 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 
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fund holders. 
 

139A 
 

Entities to 
apply for PAN 

in certain cases 

 Every non-individual, which enters into a financial 
transaction of an amount aggregating `250,000, or more in 
a financial year shall be required to apply for allotment of 
PAN. In order to link the financial transactions with the 
natural persons, it is also proposed that the managing 
director, director, partner, trustee, author, founder, Karta, 
CEO, principal officer or office bearer or any person 
competent to act on behalf of such entities shall also apply 
for allotment of PAN. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

140 It is proposed to provide that during the resolution process 
under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, the 
return shall be verified by an insolvency professional 
appointed by the Adjudicating Authority under the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

143(3A) 
 

E-Assessment 

The Government has proposed to prescribe a new scheme 
for the purpose of making Scrutiny assessment by way of 
electronic mode.  
Necessary details will be published in official gazette.  

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

145A 
 

Amendments in 
relation to 

notified ICDS 

ICDS-8 provides for the 
valuation of securities held 
as inventory on bucket 
basis, i.e. category wise 
comparison of actual cost 
and NRV. 

Section 145A has been 
amended to, inter alia, 
prescribe the bucket 
approach. 
This overrides the Delhi High 
Court verdict* which ruled 
that the 'bucket approach' 
was ultra vires the Act. 
 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

194A 
TDS on interest 

paid to senior 
citizens 

Threshold for deduction of tax at source on interest income 
earned by senior citizens has been increased from ₹10,000 
to ₹50,000. 

A.Y. 2018-19 
(retrospectively) 

 
*The Chamber of Tax Consultants & Anr v. UOI [W.P (C) 5595/2017 & CM APL 23467/2017] 
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Income Tax Slab for FY 2018-19 
 
INDIVIDUALS 

 

Status Individual Age of 60  but less than 80 Age 80 or more 
% Tax 

Income 

Up to ` 2,50,000 Up to ` 3,00,000 Up to ` 5,00,000  

Nil 

` 2,50,001-  

` 5,00,000 

` 3,00,001- ` 5,00,000 
---xxx--- 

 

5% 

` 5,00,001-  

` 10,00,000 

` 5,00,001- ` 10,00,000 ` 5,00,001-  

` 10,00,000 

20% 

Above ` 10,00,000 Above ` 10,00,000 Above ` 10,00,000 30% 

 

 Tax Rebate (section 87A): `5000 or 100% of income tax (whichever is lower) for 

individuals with income below `3.5 Lakhs. 

 Surcharge on Individuals, HUF, BOI:  
10% of the Income Tax, where total taxable income is more than `50 Lakhs and up to   
`1 Crore. 
15% of the Income Tax, where total taxable income is more than `1 Crores. 
 

 Health and Education Cess:  

4% of Income Tax including surcharge wherever applicable, in the cases of persons not 

resident in India including company other than a domestic company.  
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DOMESTIC COMPANIES 

 
 In case of domestic company, the rate of income-tax shall be 25% of the total 

income if the total turnover or gross receipts of the previous year 2016-17 does 
not exceed `250 crores, and in case of all other companies the rate of income tax 
shall be 30% of the total income.  

 
A. Domestic Company having total turnover in FY 2016-17 not exceeding `250 Crores: 

Particulars  Taxable income < 1 crore 
1crore <Taxable 

income< 10 crore 

Taxable 

Income > 

10 crore 

Corporate Tax 

 

 25% 

 

25% 25% 

Surcharge 

 

---- 7% 

 

12% 

Health & Education 

Cess 

4% 4% 4% 

Effective tax rate 26% 27.82% 29.12% 

 
B. Domestic Company having total turnover in FY 2016-17 exceeding `250 Crores: 

Particulars  Taxable income < 1 crore 
1crore <Taxable 

income< 10 crore 

Taxable 

Income > 

10 crore 

Corporate Tax 

 

 30% 

 

30% 30% 

Surcharge 

 

---- 7% 

 

12% 

Health & Education 

Cess 

4% 4% 4% 

Effective tax rate 31.20% 33.38% 34.94% 

 

 Companies set up and registered on or after 1st March 2016 engaged solely in the 
business of manufacture or production of article or thing may at their option be 
taxable at 25% provided they do not claim specified benefits and deductions.  

 Domestic company is liable to pay DDT at-  
15% on Dividend distributed [other than dividend under Sec 2(22)(e)] 
30% on amount deemed as dividends under section 2(22)(e)  
Health and Education Cess at 4% is applicable on DDT.  
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FOREIGN COMPANIES 

 
The rate of income tax will continue to be the same as those specified for FY 2017-18 i.e. a 
Foreign company is taxable at 40%(Health & Education Cess and surcharge as applicable).  
 

Particulars  Taxable income < 1 crore 
1crore <Taxable 

income< 10 crore 

Taxable 

Income > 

10 crore 

Corporate Tax 

 

 40% 

 

 40%  40% 

Surcharge 

 

---- 2% 

 

5% 

Health & Education 

Cess 

4% 4% 4% 

Effective tax rate 41.60% 42.43% 43.68% 

 
 
 

PARTNERSHIP FIRM/LLP 
 

 The rates of Income-tax will continue to be the same as those specified for 
financial year 2017-18 i.e. a partnership firm (including LLP) is taxable at 
30%.  

 Health & education Cess is proposed @ 4% of income tax plus surcharge 
while EC and SHEC is to be discontinued.  
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Key Indirect Tax Proposals  
 
On the Indirect taxes side, this was the first budget after the roll out of the Goods 

and Service Tax. As excise duties to a large extent and service tax have been 

subsumed in GST, along with corresponding duties on imports the budget proposals 

are mainly on the customs side. 

 With the roll out of GST, the name of Central Board of Excise and Customs 

[CBEC] has been changed to Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs 

(CBIC).  

 Amendments made in Customs Act, 1962 from the perspective of ease of 

doing business and trade facilitation like revised guidelines for Advance 

Rulings, electronic ledger, customs automated system for clearances and 

dispute resolution 

 

CHANGES IN INDIRECT TAX RATES IN MAJOR CASES 

CUSTOMS 

AMENDMENTS IN THE CUSTOMS ACT, 1962 

 Section 17is being amended so as to: 

 Expand the scope of verification beyond self-assessment to all the entries 

made under section 46 or section 50.  

 provide legal backing for the risk-based selection of self-assessed Bill of Entry 

or Shipping Bill through appropriate selection criteria; 

 extend the scope of re-assessment by omitting specific reference to valuation, 

classification and exemption or concessions of duty availed consequent to any 

notification issued therefor under this Act from sub-section (5); 

 

 Section 18 is being amended so as to: 

 cover export consignments under provisional assessment of duty by amending 

subsection (1), 

 insert a new sub-section (1A) to empower the Board to issue regulation for 

providing time-limit for the importer or exporter to submit the documents and 

information, if required, for finalization of provisional assessments and for the 

proper officer to finalize the provisional assessment; 
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 Section 28is being amended so as to:  

 to provide pre-notice consultation in cases not involving collusion, willful 

misstatement, suppression before issue of demand notice. The manner of pre-

notice consultation shall be provided in the regulations,  

 issuance of supplementary show cause notice in circumstances and in such 

manner as may be prescribed through regulations within the existing time 

period; 

 provide a definite time frame of six months and one year adjudication of 

demand notices depending upon whether charges of collusion, willful 

misstatement, suppression have been invoked. Provided that if demand notice 

 is not adjudicated even within the extended period, it would be deemed as if 

no demand has been issued.  

 provide that where an order for refund is modified in appeal and the amount 

of refund so determined is less than the amount refunded, the excess amount 

so refunded shall be recovered along with interest thereon at the applicable 

rate, from the date of refund up to the date of recovery, as a sum due to the 

Government. 

 

 A new section 28EA relating to ‘Customs Authority for Advance Rulings’ is being 

inserted, which empowers the Board to appoint officers of the rank of Principal 

Commissioner of Customs or Commissioner of Customs as Customs Authority for 

Advance Rulings by way of notification. Till such appointment by the Board, 

existing Authority shall continue to pronounce Advance Rulings. 

 

 Sub-section (6) of section 28-I is being amended to reduce the time from six 

months to three months within which the authority shall pronounce its advance 

ruling. 

 

 A new section 28KA is being inserted so as to:   

 provide for appeal by an officer duly authorized by Board by notification, or by 

an applicant against the ruling or an order passed by Customs Authority for 

Advance Rulings to the Appellate Authority constituted under Section 245-O 

of the Income Tax Act. 

 Provide that section 28I and 28J shall apply mutatis mutandis to appeal 

proceedings 

 This section shall come into force only when customs authority for advance 

ruling is appointed under Section 28EA. 
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 To insert Chapter VIIA on payments through electronic cash ledger with governing 

provisions in Section 51A to have a provision for advance deposit which would 

enable payment of duties, taxes, fee, interest, and penalty through electronic cash 

ledger. It is also proposed to issue regulations in this regard. 

 

 A new section 143AA has been inserted so as to empower the Board to prescribe 

through regulations trade facilitation measures or separate procedure or 

documentation for a class of importers or exporters or for categories of goods or 

on the basis of the modes of transport of goods for maintenance of transparency 

in import and export documentation, reduction in clearance cost and maintenance 

of balance between custom control and facilitation of legitimate trade.  

 
 

AMENDMENTS IN THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE CUSTOMS TARIFF ACT, 1975 

Heading Existing Proposed 

BCD Rate on Fruit juices and vegetable juices 
including cranberry juices 

30% 50% 

BCD Rate on Perfumes and toiletry 
preparations 

10% 
 

20% 
 

BCD Rate on Automobile parts like truck and 
bus radial tyres and parts of motor vehicles, 
cars 

7.5%/10% 
 

15% 
 

BCD Rate on Footwear 
 

10% 20% 
 

BCD Rate on Imitation Jewellery                 15% 20% 

BCD Rate on mobile phones 
15% 20% 

Specified parts and accessories including 
lithium ion battery of cellular mobile phones 

7.5%/10% 15% 

Smart watches / wearable devices 10% 20% 

Furniture  
10% 20% 

Watches and Clocks 10% 20% 

Candles, tapers and the like 
10% 25% 

Kites, Sunglasses, Date, sealing stamps 
10% 20% 

Cashew Nuts in shells [Raw cashew] 5% 2.5% 

Textiles i.e. Silk Fabrics 10% 20% 
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Levy of Social Welfare Surcharge& Road and Infrastructure Cess, as a duty of 

Customs on imported goods 

 

OUR COMMENTS:  
Such massive increase in Basic Custom Duty on products of mass consumption 
supposedly to discourage imports, promote Make in India, raise revenue (may be to 
offset fall in GST collection) and provide employment , are provenly failed approach 
of yester years. Such a move smacks of protectionism and is contrary to the 
governments pitch in Davos (World Economic Forum) and ASEAN where it had 
advocated free trade and commerce among the countries.  

Ball screws, linear motion guides, CNC 
systems for manufacture of all 
types of CNC machine tools 

7.5% 2.5% 

Solar tempered glass or solar tempered [anti-
reflective coated] glass for manufacture of 
solar cells /panels/modules 

5% NIL 

Preform of silica for use in the manufacture of 
telecommunication grade optical fibers or 
optical fiber cables 

NIL 5% 

Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar 
refractory ceramic constructional goods, 
other than those of siliceous fossil meals or 
similar siliceous earths 

5% 7.5% 

Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods 
of siliceous fossil meals or of similar siliceous 
earths 

10% 7.5% 

Raw materials, parts or accessories for the 
manufacture of Cochlear Implants 

2.5% NIL 

Diamonds including lab grown diamonds-semi 
processed, half-cut or broken; non-industrial 
diamonds including lab-grown diamonds 
(other than rough diamonds), including cut 
and polished diamonds 

2.5% 5% 

Levy of Social Welfare Surcharge on imported 
goods to finance education, housing and 
social security 

--- 10% of aggregate 
duties of customs 

Abolition of Education Cess and Secondary 
and Higher Education Cess on imported goods 

3% of aggregate 
duties of customs  

Nil  

Motor spirit commonly known as petrol and 
high speed diesel oil 

--- 3% of aggregate 
duties of customs 

Silver, Gold ,unwrought or in semi-
manufactured form, or in powder form 

--- 3% of aggregate 
duties of customs 
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EXCISE 

CHANGE IN EXCISE DUTY RATES (Effective from 2nd February,2018): 

Heading Existing Proposed 

Levy of Road and Infrastructure Cess on motor spirit 
commonly known as petrol and high speed diesel 
oil 

---- ` 8 per litre 

Abolition of Additional Duty of Excise [Road Cess] 
on motor spirit commonly known as petrol and high 
speed diesel oil 

` 6 per litre Nil 

Basic Excise duty on Unbranded Petrol  ` 6.48 per litre ` 4.48 per litre 

Basic Excise duty on branded Petrol ` 7.66 per litre ` 5.66 per litre 

Basic Excise duty on unbranded Diesel ` 8.33 per litre ` 6.33 per litre 

Basic Excise duty on branded Diesel ` 10.69 per 
litre 

` 8.69 per litre 

Road and Infrastructure Cess on petrol and diesel 
manufactured in and cleared from 4 specified 
refineries located in the North-East 

--- ` 4 per litre 

 

Amendments have been made in the taxation structure of petrol (motor spirit) and high speed 

diesel but the effective rate of duty will remain unchanged.  
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SERVICE TAX 

Retrospective exemption has been accorded to certain services from levy of service tax:- 

 Life insurance services provided by the Naval Group Insurance Fund to personnel of coast 

guard under the group insurance schemes of the Central Government exempt from 10 

September, 2004.  

 Services provided by the GST network to the Central or State Governments or the Union 

Territory administration exempt from 28 March, 2013. 

 Grant of license or lease to explore or mine petroleum crude or natural gas by the 

Government for which the Government receives a share of the profit petroleum exempt from 

01 April, 2016.  

Refund can be claimed within 6 months from enactment of the Finance Bill, 2018. 
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